The realization, maintenance and dissemination of the SI base unit, the kilogram, is one of the tasks of the NMI's mass laboratory and is assured by means of reference standards which are traceable to the International Kilogram Prototype through the mass of the National Prototypes. This paper describes the dissemination of mass scale from 1 kg reference standard to weights of E 1 class between (1...10) kg, using one of the two methods of calibration: subdivision or multiplication. The paper compares the variance of each weight obtained by both methods. The presented subdivision method deals with a link of standards following the example of MihailovRomanowski where the measurements start downwards from 10 kg to 1 kg. The multiplication method is the one usually used in many calibration laboratories and starts from 1 kg to 10 kg. The paper also presents an example of calibration and uncertainty calculations.
I. INTRODUCTION
ENERALLY, the objective in the search for better designs is to obtain a minimum value of variance (if the weights are used independently from each other) or covariance (if the weights are used in combination). This can be achieved through an increased number of weighings by addition and repetition of elementary measurements. A set of (10…1) kg has usually the following composition:
10 kg, 5 kg, 2 kg, 2 * kg, 1kg The weighing is performed always as substitution weighing. This means that single weights or combinations of weights are always compared with another combination of the same nominal value.
The difference ∆m (corrected for the buoyancy effect) is the difference of balance readings calculated from one weighing cycle (RTTR) to eliminate possible linear drifts of the balance readings. Note that y = the new mass difference corrected y = ∆m + (ρ a -ρ o )(V j -V r ) (1) ρ o = 1.2 kg ⋅m -3 the reference air density; ρ a = air density at the time of the weighing and V j , V r are the volumes of the standards (or the total volume of each group of weights) involved in the measurement. For all the measurements only one mass comparator is used so as to have observations of the same accuracy.
CALIBRATION METHODS

Subdivision method
In the calibration of multiples of the unit of mass, with a link of standards following the example of MihailovRomanowski, the principle used is as follows: "The ratio which exists between the highest mass of the set and the standard (unit) is utilized to circumvent the condition which states that the orthogonality of a system can be realized only if the highest mass is the defining standard" [1, 2] .
For set of (10…1) kg it is extended number of weighings. A fully automated mass comparator is available to obtain a minimum value of the diagonal elements in the inversion of matrices. The system of equations is given below: 
where X T is transpose of X. Starting from "y 5 " the measurements were repeated two times.
To convert the natural system into an orthogonal one, the following statement was taken into account: "an orthogonal system of equation of condition can be formed only if the defining weight that is included into the system has the largest mass" [2] .
For this reason, the preliminary equation of definition (10) = M has been introduced into the system of equations. In calibration of multiples, the role of "M" is assigned to different mass: for the largest mass and for the lowest one [2] . It is assumed that the mass of (10) weight defines a temporary mass unit "r", where (10) = M =10r and the other weights are expressed [2] . From the system of normal equations the next normal equation in (1) (1) is involved and has the form: N 1 = y 1 -y 3 + y 5 + y 6 -y 7 -y 8 -y 9 -y 10 -y 11 -y 12 (6)
The value of (1) kg reference standard is known from previous calibration; its value is introduced in eq.5. Further, "r" and weight (10) = 10r can be computed. The value of (10) kg is used to start the calculation of the other weights. The least squares solutions take the well-known form: 
Analysis of variances for subdivision method
Taking into account that the weight "10r" has been used as the "temporary" standard, the mass of which is known in terms of (1), it is necessary to propagate the uncertainty of "10r" to the remaining weights. From eq. (5) 
Multiplication method
The system of equations contains the same measurements combination of weights as is shown in the subdivision method, the difference being that the measurements start from the smallest mass up to the largest one [3] .The value of (1) kg reference standard is known from previous calibration.
"X", β and Y have the same signification as is shown above. 
The last column and row contains the factor h j = m βj /m r , the ratios between the nominal values of the unknown weights (m βj ) and one of the reference (m r ).
Analysis of variances for multiplication method
If the adjusted mass difference of the weighing equations is Two calibration schemes for E 1 weights between (1...10) kg were described, while two methods of calibration were used: subdivision or multiplication, in terms of a 1 kg reference standard.
The conventional mass and variances obtained from both methods are equal, only the type A uncertainty is slightly different.
The advantage of the former is the orthogonality of the scheme (orthogonality is advantageous only when all the weighings in the design have the same variance [4] ).
An orthogonal design could reduce variances (if the weights are used independently) and covariances (if the weights are used in combination). In this way, covariances will be of importance if the uncertainties of combinations of weights are required. The subdivision method described for (10...1) kg can be also applied to other series of weights ( for example from 100g to 10g or 10g to 1g) used in practical metrology. Taking into account that both methods lead to the same final results, we should take the easiest way.
